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  What a way to dive into the sales run out West, with 
a new event hosted by two of the most progressive 
operations in the purebred business. The Noble and 
Payne families are a natural fit for their forward minded 
approaches to building their programs, unwavering 
focus on quality, and of course, mutual love of a good 
time. A sale name rarely rings more appropriate than 
this one, as these programs have grown in recent years 
and matured and evolved in numbers and quality to 
allow the opportunity to share this set of females and 
genetics with the industry.   
 
For an inaugural sale, these programs have pulled 
out all the stops to offer their very best and make it a 
memorable event. We encourage everyone to stop in 
for a tour prior to the sale and guarantee it will be time 
well spent. The farms are located nearby each other and 
the amount of quality in a close geographic area is quite 
amazing. With a focus on cow families and aggressive 
ET programs built around those best individuals, you 
can see for yourself the caliber and consistency of the 
sale females as well as their full or maternal siblings in 
the bull pens. These pages are littered with future donor 
females, along with exclusive, breed leading semen 
and embryo packages that Black Gold and Greenwood 
believe in and are utilizing themselves.  
 
The Black Gold program is anchored by their famous 
Fleckvieh and fullblood herd and they have dug deep to 
offer the eleven top bred females from this group. Each 
fall the Noble bred females are some of the most sought 
after of the sale season and go on to perform for their 
new owners. The Nobles have aggressively built their 
purebred program around some of the breed’s best sires 
and donors and the results are staggering. The open 
calves are as elite as you can find and the sale timing is 
ideal to enjoy a fall with your new show prospect. The 
purebred breds are complementary to the calf offering, 
with some different and unique genetic twists and are 
bred to offer strong return on their first calves. The Angus 
program being developed by Black Gold and Chelsie is 
everything you would expect, as they have settled for 
nothing but the best in the females and embryos they 

have acquired. Despite a small Angus herd, they are still 
offering up their best here and they will stand in with any 
Angus females offered this fall.  Finally, do not miss the 
frozen genetics from Black Gold, as they represent the best 
that can be made, with unique pedigrees, sexed options, 
and exclusivity - these are absolutely not ordinary and 
they represent where the program is headed.
 
Greenwood has built an elite Angus program as quickly 
as you could ever think was feasible. It goes to show what 
is possible in this business with talent, focus, and investing 
in the best genetics available to build from. Greenwood 
is always a player for the best females and frozen 
genetics offered in sales, and their foresight has paid 
off big time. This group of Angus females and genetics 
is exceptional. Just look at the famous cow families that 
we see them exhibit and market each year - consistently 
great cattle going back to Tibbie 28Z, Beauty 6R, Tibbie 
22C, Black Angel 1299, Lucy 1373, Essence 17T, and on 
- those great cow families always reap rewards. The 
opportunity to partner and work together with Paynes 
on the untouchable Tibbie 28Z daughter is an intriguing 
investment, as are the group of breds and calves that is 
littered with show prospects and future donor females. 
The exclusive Sooner semen on offer represents a big 
time calving ease bull that still has power to spare and 
awesome cows everywhere in his pedigree.
 
With the return of live events, we encourage you to start 
planning your visit east of Lloydminster to take in this 
exceptional group of cattle backed by great people. 
Whether you are an Angus or Simmental breeder, the 
Evolution is your opportunity to get involved with these 
programs, work together with the Payne and Noble 
families, and acquire animals or genetics to move your 
program forward. So take a Thursday afternoon and 
evening to see the offering, enjoy the steak supper, and 
take in the 6PM sale. We know the hospitality and post 
sale social will be legendary. If you are unable to attend, 
please reach out to any of the BMS staff, as we are closely 
familiar with the sale offering and our entire team will be 
present for the sale and ready to assist in any way.

Scott Bohrson Taylor Richards

Robert Voice Geoff Anderson

Jaxon Payne Martin Bohrson

Jay Sibbald Cody Haney
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Well if I’m going to be completely honest, planning and organizing our first ever sale has 
offered both its challenges and excitement. To throw in a rather dry few months across the 
prairies, definitely adds to the challenges we have faced this past summer. But if there’s 
anything we have learnt in the past sixteen months, it’s that us people in agriculture, de-
spite the adversity we face, find ways to push through and keep moving forward. Our dai-
ly chores and challenges we face don’t shut down because the rest of the world is on lock-
down. We continue to strive to be better and feed this world, that seems to rebel against 
us more and more each year. 

When we finally decided to make this dream of having a sale a reality, with our good 
friends and partners at Greenwood, we knew the quality we would have to bring to the 
table. Jayden and I have had several discussions over the past couple years about what 
we thought our sale would look like, and our main focus was “we both have to bring our 
best”. We couldn’t be more excited to have a sale partner like the Payne family. Their pas-
sion, aggression, and commitment to high quality cattle of any breed is truly inspiring and 
overwhelming. We really liked the idea of a multi breed sale, as it brings different people 
together from all over, with different targets and goals for their operations. We feel this 
sale is also a unique option for breeders like ourselves and Greenwood, that are not only 
committed to just one breed.

We really liked the idea of having an early October sale, as we feel it gives us the opportu-
nity to sell cattle that are an accurate representation of what they should look like in their 
“working clothes”. It also offers a large gap from sale day to the bred females calving 

dates, which should limit potential calving issues. All of the cattle in the sale have been de-
veloped on a high protein pellet and a grass/hay diet up until sale time. We truly feel that 
the offering we have assembled for this sale is top notch. Daughters of several infamous 
donor cows and exclusive sires will be on offer. An aggressive E.T. program allows both us 
and Paynes to offer some sisters that we feel highlight the quality of their powerful donor 
dams. Several of the bred females in this sale will be bred to exclusive, high selling bulls 
such as NAC Battle Cry and Brooking Sooner. 

 We strongly encourage anyone interested in the cattle to reach out to any of the 
contacts listed if needed. Better yet, come and tour the cattle for yourself anytime before 
October 7th, at either Black Gold or Greenwood. We also would like to mention of a very 
high quality sale on Friday, October 8th, that will take place at Anchor D Ranch near Rim-
bey, AB. The quality of the cattle and people will be great as always. We are excited to be 
working with the Bohrson Marketing crew and their whole team for our sale, so feel free 
to reach out to any of them. We look forward to visiting with you and we will see you all at 
the farm on October 7th! 

Toby Noble
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DAM

MAT. SIB.

1

As we discuss our options for Lot 1 in the first ever Evolution sale, 
143H is one that rose to the top pretty fast. For starters, this is 
the exact kind of colour, pigment, and hair coat that we have 
been trying to breed in our Fullblood cattle for as long as I can 
remember. Looking past that, you’ll find an extremely powerful, 
long bodied, heavy structured Stuey daughter that looks to be 
setting down a great udder. 23Z was a past high seller from 
the respected Wells program that was purchased by Josh Rust. 
Her foot, udder quality, and overall easy doing powerful body 
shape is impressive to say the least for a “Z” model cow. Bred 
to an ultimate favourite around here, Battle Cry, we expect the 
ROI on this female to be second to none.

DAM

MAT. SIB

2

Our Fullblood offering wouldn’t be complete without a 
daughter of our powerful 3W donor. 3W is one of the best 
looking cows  on our  place regardless of any colour. Her 
overwhelming depth of rib, awesome udder, and correct foot 
suggests if she was a solid colour, she probably would’ve seen 
the show ring at some point. She raised our 2016 high seller, 
Black Gold Crude, selling to Virginia Ranch for $67 000. 186H 
is another long spined, attractive, sound structured Stuey 
daughter that we would be excited to see in production due 
to her potential brood cow attributes. We can’t say enough 
about this cow family, as again this year one of our favourite 
bulls in the pen would be a 3W grandson.

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  PHS X-PANSION
DAM  WCC WELLS’ ZAVIERA 23Z   PHS WISH UPON A STAR 18W

Full Fleckvieh  -  Horned  -  CLNO 143H  -  1315811  -  Feb 7, 2020
BLACK GOLD/RUST Ms Zavera 143H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
94 730 7 4.8 75.3 108.7 46.1 6.7 83.8 19.5 125.97 71.56

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  PATS RICK THE HICK 166S
DAM  PATS JANIS 3W   PATS JOEZENBERG

Full Fleckvieh  -  Horned  -  CLNO 186H  -  1326517  -  Feb 16, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Janis 186H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
90 702 10.9 3.4 76.4 110.8 42 6 80.2 20.8 130.74 71.56

AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 4/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 4/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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SIRE

3

Our Whisper x Stuey combination has resulted in several of 
the top cattle we have raised over the past five years. Whisper 
is responsible for cattle in the herds of Anchor D Ranch, Mark 
Land and Cattle, Robb Farms, Circle 7, and many more. 105C 
herself is a full sister to Black Gold Epic, that has done so well 
for the Skeels family. 55H is a blood red, heavy muscled, deep 
ribbed heifer that steps down on a large foot. Whisper 930W 
is now deceased and her genetics are getting harder to come 
by each year. 

DAM

SERVICE SIRE

4

A polled Stuey daughter  here that is  a spitting image of her 
dam. 33D is a moderate framed, easy doing, near perfect 
uddered cow that we purchased from the Virginia program. 
We expect 8H to be very similar as she looks to be setting down 
an awesome udder and very good hair coat. In our 2021 bull 
sale our 11 Battle Cry sons averaged just over $17 000, all of 
which were born off first calf heifers. I would expect a good 
haired, solid coloured calf off of this mating. 

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
DAM  BLACKGOLD MS WHISPER 105C   CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W

Full Fleckvieh  -  Horned  -  CLNO 55H  -  1315726  -  Jan 12, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Whisper 55H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
96 711 4.8 5.7 81.5 113.4 41.6 3.9 82.4 22.2 124.45 71.34

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
DAM  VIRGINIA DEIDRA 33D   ANCHOR D SYDNEY 262B

Twin - Full Fleckvieh  -  Polled  -  CLNO 8H  -  1315659  -  Jan 3, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Deidra 8H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
67 668 11.4 3 74.6 106.5 45.2 9.4 82.5 21.8 138.99 73.88

AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 9/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 1/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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FULL SIB.

SERVICE SIRE

5

A larger framed, long bodied, powerful Stuey daughter here. 
102C is a big volume cow that  come  in dam  from a female 
purchased from Lenny Mark. She stems back to the always 
impressive Kopp herd in Manitoba. A full brother to 139H 
was a highlight in our bull sale a couple years ago selling to 
Stone Simmentals. Look for 139H to inject added growth, 
performance, and hair into her progeny.

FULL SIB.

SAME COW FAMILY

6

Our last Stuey heifer in the catalog but one with a really good 
cow family behind her. A full sister to 118H raised our leadoff 
heifer in the Border City Sale last fall, selling to Mark Land and 
Cattle for $26 000. She currently has one of our top heifers 
again that was slotted for the replacement pen this year. 
118H is an honest heifer with the right kind of body shape, 
performance, and colour. Stuey no longer walks at our place 
and this will be the last large group of daughters that we will 
ever offer. His semen is off the open market and small amounts 
will be only sold in select sales over the next few years. 

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  DOUBLE BAR D FOUNDER 170Y
DAM  BLACKGOLD MS BOOSTER102C   KOP MS BOOSTER 157A

Fullblood  -  Horned  -  CLNO 139H  -  1315808  -  Feb 6, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Booster 139H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
97 728 4.5 6.3 76.2 108.3 43.7 3.7 81.8 19.9 120.24 69.14

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SIRE  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z   SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
DAM  MS BGS CARRIE 36Z   MS BGS REGENT 36W

Full Fleckvieh  -  Horned  -  CLNO 118H  -  1315792  -  Jan 30, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Carrie 118H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
94 676 4.4 5.4 72.1 101.5 41.1 4.2 77.2 21.9 123.67 67.38

AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 1/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 28/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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All year long we said we needed to sell our top Battle Cry 
daughter, especially after the success we had with his sons this 
past March. 17H has been labelled as just that all year long and 
she is an exciting female to see the least. So much mass and 
body in this female that we would label as easy doing, although 
that might even be an understatement. 59F goes back to one of 
our favourite cows, 38W, who was a big bodied, powerful female 
with a very good udder and perfect feet. She raised several bulls 
that sold through the bull sale, including our high seller in 2015 
selling for $26 000. The daughters and granddaughters we have 
off 38W are quickly proving to be some of our top producers. 
59F’s 2021 born bull is a favourite in the pen this year as well; we 
look forward to getting more easy doing, deep bodied, powerful 
females off of this cow very similar to 17H.

DAM

MAT. SIB

8

I’m not sure how many times I heard dad say that we aren’t going to 
sell this female over the past year. Well luck fell on our side this past 
spring where we were able to make 17 full/maternal sib embryos, and 
that is the only reason 54H is offered for sale. This cherry red, perfect 
coloured female has been admired ever since weaning last fall. We 
are huge fans of her dam 58B, so that maybe helped put a label on 
her daughter. In 2017, a 3/4 brother to 54H was one of our high selling 
Fullblood bulls, selling to our friends the Tatarin family of Rafter 4T. 
That bull has since gone on to raise a great set of sons in their bull 
sale, and will sire all five of their Border City consignments selling this 
fall. Back to 54H, for us she’s an ideal Fullblood female that combines 
the right kind of body shape, power, structure, hair, and colour. One of 
the negatives to an early sale, is some of the cattle haven’t had time 
to hair back up at the time of pictures. 54H had a very thick, awesome 
hair coat this past winter and we would expect the same of her again 
later in the year. A definite feature in our offering.

  BEE BATTLE CRY 282B
SIRE  NAC BATTLE CRY  4F   MI MS DALLAS 39D
  STARWEST BRYCK
DAM  BLACK GOLD MS MALLY 59F   MS BGS MALLY 66Z

Full Fleckvieh  -  Horned  -  CLNO 17H  -  1315678  -  Jan 4, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Mally 17H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
78 665 9.7 2.7 70.4 101.1 36.4 6.6 71.6 15.4 123.04 70.61

  STARWEST BRYCK
SIRE  BLACK GOLD BRYCK 73F   WILD-WEST MS XIANG
  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
DAM  BLACK GOLD HOTCHELLRAE58B   NCS MS JAHARI 18U

Fullblood  -  Hetero Polled  -  CLNO 54H  -  1332817  -  Jan 12, 2020
BLACK GOLD Hotchellrae 54H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
102 705 1.2 6.1 77.7 113.6 38.5 1.8 77.4 16.2 110.87 69.43

AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 16/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to SBV REPUTATION 707F on APR. 2/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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SIRE
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Another daughter of our Bryck 73F bull, who was a high seller 
for us in 2018 selling to the Kushneriks of Spruce View Acres. 
We have sampled 73F in our AI and ET program over the past 
couple years, but he seems to see heavier use each year as we 
become more and more impressed with his calves. Bryck 73F’s 
dam is getting flushed here at the age of eleven and is still near 
perfect footed and an impressive female that doesn’t show her 
age. 79H is another good haired, good coloured, thick ended 
female that looks to be setting down a good udder. 157E is an 
ultra powerful cow with a very large strong foot and good 
udder. Her first son was a feature calving ease bull in our sale 
selling to Wayne Fleming. 

SIRE

10

The first of our two Twister daughters to be offered for sale. 
Twister was an outcross pedigreed polled bull that we 
purchased a couple springs ago. He injected a ton of muscle, 
performance, and hair into his progeny and his sons were 
well liked in our bull sale last spring. 216H is a big hipped, big 
topped, long bodied heifer with a good hair coat. Her dam, 
75C, is a performance driven, deep bodied female with a 
perfect udder. We aren’t selling any Battle Cry semen for the 
2022 breeding season, so take advantage of his breeding while 
the option is there.

  STARWEST BRYCK
SIRE  BLACK GOLD BRYCK 73F   WILD-WEST MS XIANG
  VIRGINIA HIGHSTAKES 174A
DAM  BLACK GOLD MS ROXIE 157E   MS BGS POLLED ROXIE 20U

Fullblood  -  Hetero Polled  -  CLNO 79H  -  1332822  -  Jan 19, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Roxie 79H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
96 640 1 7.3 82.7 121.8 35.3 1.4 76.7 14.1 113.1 73.78

  KINDRED SPIRIT EZANA 1C
SIRE  KINDRED SPIRIT TWISTER 3F   KINDRED SPIRIT TORRIE 15T
  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
DAM  BLACK GOLD MS ADONIS 75C   WILD-WEST WESTMINSTER

Fullblood  -  Horned  -  CLNO 216H  -  1326921  -  Feb 24, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Twist 216H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
100 709 2.5 6.9 82.4 113.3 34.7 2.3 75.9 18.8 114.07 69.56

AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on MAR. 25/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to NAC BATTLE CRY 4F on APR. 3/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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Another Twister heifer here that offers the same kind of muscle 
and body mass. 92H is a bold ribbed, wide topped female that 
steps down on a large foot. Her dam 99A, has been a very 
good producer for us. She raised a daughter selling to Riley 
Chalack of Ultra Livestock, and a son going to the purebred 
herd of Antrim Simmentals in Manitoba. She’s a large bodied 
cow with a good foot and ideal teet and udder size. 92H is bred 
early to our $165 000 Reputation. We are extremely impressed 
with the calving ease and performance of our Reputation 
calves, and are excited to showcase his first set of sons in our 
2022 bull sale.

MAT. SIB. to EMBRYO SIRE TO EMBRYOS

5 EMBRYOS (stored at Davis-Rairdan - Crossfield, AB)

KINDRED SPIRIT ARI 9A  x  NAC BATTLE CRY 4F12

9A is one of our best polled Full Fleckvieh donors and a consistent producer. Her massive rib 
shape and body mass, good udder, and big square foot are some traits we admire about 
her. Combine that with a great track record and she found herself in the donor pen this past 
spring. We don’t flush many Fullblood cows, so when we do it’s because we think we really 
need to utilize them more in our program. In 2019, 9A’s daughter was one of our highlights 
in the Border City Sale, selling to Starwest farms for $17,000. That is still one of our favourite 
breds we have ever sold, and I’m pretty sure that female had a Battle Cry heifer her first year 
that couldn’t be pried away from Crystal. Needless to say, we have a lot of confidence in this 
mating and look forward to put more 9A eggs in this spring.

  KINDRED SPIRIT EZANA 1C
SIRE  KINDRED SPIRIT TWISTER 3F   KINDRED SPIRIT TORRIE 15T
  BGS UNCLE KRACKER 11X
DAM  BLACK GOLS MS TULIP 99A   MS BGS TULIP 42W

Fullblood  -  Horned  -  CLNO 92H  -  1315767  -  Jan 22, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Tulip 92H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
92 674 2.2 5.5 74.7 102 40.1 1.2 77.5 18.5 115.38 68.36

  BEE BATTLE CRY 282B
SIRE  NAC BATTLE CRY 4F   MI MS DALLAS 39D
  SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
DAM  KINDRED SPIRIT ARI 9A   KINDRED SPIRIT MANDIE 1Y

 Embryos

5 EMBRYOS  // EXPORTABLE TO USA & AUSTRALIAAI Bred to SBV REPUTATION 707F on APR. 2/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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A definite sale feature is this powerhouse of a Frontier daughter 
that has been a favourite of many of the early visitors. 14H is 
overwhelming in terms of body and power; a heavy structured 
female that steps down on a large foot, and is very attractive 
when you study her through her head and neck. 515C is a huge 
volume cow with an ideal udder. Since she’s been here she has 
always calved in the first cycle and is a cow we never have to worry 
about breeding a second time. She raised a Red Rocket daughter 
selling to Derek Westman of Westman Farms in the spring of 2020. 
She calved here in 2021 and is no question one of our best looking 
first calvers. 14H is bred to Approval 71E who has been a mainstay 
in our AI program whether it’s on heifers or cows. We expect big 
things from 14H in the future and see her breeding to Approval as 
an awfully exciting one.

SERVICE SIRE

15

A very intriguing heifer here that catches your attention with her 
up headed presence and attractive look. We often get asked if 
we cross our fullblood and purebred breeding programs. We 
do at times and high quality, white faced cattle like this are 
one of the main reasons why. 221H is a long bodied, sound 
structured, good footed female that looks to be setting down 
an awesome udder. 221H is a younger heifer that bred early to 
one of our high sellers out of our 2021 bull sale. Approval 51H is 
an impressive calving ease bull that we were lucky enough to 
retain an interest in. We look forward to using this large scrotal, 
hairy, good looking bull in our heifer pen for years to come.

  WHEATLAND CURRENT AFFAIR
SIRE  CMS FRONTIER 709E   CMS HEIRLOOM 112Y
  KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
DAM  RUST MISS 515C   TNT MISS SADIE M68

Purebred  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 14H  -  1315673  -  Jan 4, 2020
BLACK GOLD/RUST Ms Red 14H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
88 695 6.8 4.7 90.3 134.3 24.4 2.3 69.6 13.3 118.23 77.61

  WHEATLAND CURRENT AFFAIR
SIRE  CMS FRONTIER 709E   CMS HEIRLOOM 112Y
  BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
DAM  BLACK GOLD MS EQUINOX 48D   BLACK GOLD MS EQUINOX 30A

Purebred  -  Hetero Polled  -  CLNO 221H  -  1327498  -  Feb 26, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Equinox 221H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
88 683 6.4 4.5 78.4 112.2 33.1 4.2 72.3 17.8 119.8 70.59

PE to Black Gold Approval 51H from Mar. 23 - May 29, 2021. Observed Bred on MAR.24/21 (SAFE).AI Bred to BLACK GOLD APPROVAL 71E on MAR. 29/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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SIRE

16

A dark red Limitless daughter here with an attractive look up 
front. 233H is a sound structured, big ribbed, up headed female 
that again looks to be dropping a perfect udder. There is no 
doubt in our mind that Limitless daughters are going to be 
consistent with awesome udders, a solid foot, and extended 
front one third. In 2019 a Limitless daughter was the highlight of 
our fall sale string selling for $55 000 in the Friday Night Lights 
sale. 233H is again bred early to our Approval son 51H, and we 
would expect a dark red calf off of this mating.

SIRE

DAM

17

Very few times has there been an opportunity to purchase a direct 
532C daughter, but the Evolution is your chance. We cannot say 
enough about 532C and the job she has done at our place. She 
has surpassed $200 000 in progeny, as her twelve sons sold over 
the last four years have averaged $19 750 in our spring bull sales. 
230H herself is an easy doing, big ribbed, heavy structured female 
that steps down on a big foot and soft pastern. To us, she is very 
similar to her powerful dam at this stage of the game. She has 
always had a great hair coat and looks to be setting down a good 
udder. Black Rebel has been our go to calving ease sire, whose 
calves seem to grow rapidly and perform very well. His first group 
of sons were well liked at our bull sale this past spring with two of 
them going to respected breeders. Bred early to Cobra, the calf 
230H is carrying will be closely related to our 2021 high selling black 
bull, the $50 000 Coliseum.

  JF MILESTONE 999W
SIRE  WHF LIMITLESS B011   WHF SIERRA 245S
  WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
DAM  MS BGS TEDDY 8Z   TATSHENSHINI 140W

Purebred  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO  233H  -  1327551  -  Apr 3, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Teddy 233H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
90 607 7 2.7 60.8 90.7 16.4 5.6 46.8 16.2 115.38 61.16

  HART STATE OF WAR 056C
SIRE  CROSSROAD BLACK REBEL 4F   CROSSROAD DE-VI 468D
  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
DAM  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C   RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z

Hetero Black  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO  230H  -  1327673  -  Mar 3, 2020
BLACK GOLD/CD Flirtin 230H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
90 11.6 2.3 67.7 106.1 24.1 5.2 58 18 133.3 69.3

AI Bred to NCB COBRA 47Y on APR. 12/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.PE to Black Gold Approval 51H from Mar. 23 - May 29, 2021. Observed Bred on MAR.29/21 (SAFE).
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DAM

FULL SIB.

19

A uniquely bred blazed face female that we own with our good 
friend Braeden Weppler. 202H is a full sister to the promotional 
sire SFI Savage, and the 2017 First Lady Classic Champion 
for Wheatland and Schaake’s. 202H is a big footed, heavy 
structured, good haired female with a powerful rib shape. She’s 
bred early to Black Rebel, who again has been an awesome 
calver for us while still leaving us with a valuable calf. 202H 
definitely has some neat breeding pieces that should make her 
fun to breed. On top of that, she shouldn’t be related to any of 
the popular powerful bulls within our breed.

DAM

SIRE

18

A moderate framed, huge bodied, stout featured female that’s 
off of one of our favourite young donor cows. 10D is a big ribbed, 
stout made cow that steps down on a huge, perfect foot. She’s 
attractive from her shoulders forward and has a good udder. 
We see a lot of 10D’s best traits in 166H, and she offers a less then 
common pedigree as well. KCC1 Exclusive is the past $120 000 1/2 
interest high seller, that impressed me with his power, muscle, look, 
and foot quality when I saw him in his Denver pen. We were more 
then impressed with this flush, as 166H’s two full brothers sold in 
our spring bull sale to the purebred herds of Little Willow Creek 
and Westhill Ranch. A full sister to 166H also sold to JK Bar Cattle in 
last years Friday Night Lights sale. Again bred to the calving ease 
king, NCB Cobra, we see the opportunity of a high quality calf 
coming off of this mating.

  MR TR HAMMER 308A ET
SIRE  KCC1 EXCLUSIVE 116E   TKCC VICTORIA 57A
  LFE STYLE 363B
DAM  SPRINGCREEK MICKEY 10D   SPRINGCREEK MICKEY 79A

Homo Black  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 166H  -  1320167  -  Feb 12, 2020
BLACK GOLD Ms Mickey 166H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
83 672 10.8 -0.6 65.6 94.8 27.3 7.4 60.1 17.3 129.06 69.42

  REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
SIRE  W/C LOADED UP 1119Y   AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III
  HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
DAM  CAJS SWEET EMOTION 42Z   JM STEEL MY HEART

Homo Black  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 202H  -  1335056  -  Feb 19, 2020
BLACK GOLD/WEPP Sweet Emotion

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
90 13 1.1 67.9 99.9 20.7 8 54.7 13.8 123.31 68.52

AI Bred to CROSSROADS BLACK REBEL 4F on MAR. 23/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.AI Bred to NCB COBRA 47Y on APR. 2/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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 STORED AT TRANSOVA, SD - EXPORTABLE TO CAD & USA
SODA POP 425B  X  RELENTLESS 32C20C

 Embryos

20a

The common question around here ever since we decided on having this sale, is “are you going to 
sell that big baldy?” For the longest time we didn’t know how to answer that question, and honestly 
didn’t really want to. 134J is what we have been striving to breed ever since we decided to get more 
aggressive on the red and black side of things. Cattle with her kind of power, muscle, body mass, 
and brood cow potential. Yet it’s her ability to combine all that with an extremely flexible build and 
still a high quality, balanced image from the side that we think makes her unique. Relentless has 
sired more show champions and high sellers in the US than any, and really crossed well on our 
powerful Soda Pop. 134J has been a favourite around here her whole life and has never really had 
a bad day. We are excited to have her and her sisters highlight our first Evolution sale.

20b

This one might of got lost in her sisters shadow early on, but that’s certainly not the case 
anymore. We feel this Soda Pop daughter has as much potential as any. She’s extremely 
striking from the side with an attractive, up headed presence. She’s so big and soft in her 
foot and pastern at the ground and floats around the pen effortlessly. She still has the same 
kind of powerful rib shape of her two sisters, 
which makes us excited for her to grow and 
develop into a cow. We have only ever sold 
three Soda Pop daughters, where they have 
averaged over $40 000 each. This one has 
only gotten better each day since weaning 
and we feel her best days are still yet to 
come whether that’s in the show ring or the 
pasture. 

  YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE  W/C RELENTLESS 32C   MISS WERNING KP 8543U

Homo Black  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 134J  -  1356150  -  Jan 23, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Soda Pop 134J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
95 751 7.1 3 76.2 102.7 23.3 1.2 61.4 13.4 122.85 74.47

  DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
DAM  CMS SODA POP 425B   HPF CREAM SODA Y010

Hetero Black  -  Hetero Polled  -  CLNO 129J  -  1356146  -  Jan 22, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Soda Pop 129J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
97 722 6.1 4.6 81.5 117.4 23.3 0.5 64.1 16.3 126.93 75.39

SODA POP 425B - DONOR DAM
3 EMBRYOS (SEXED FEMALE)
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FULL SIB.

FULL SIB.

21

A red heifer out of our 2017 undefeated National Champion 
Soda Pop donor that has had us excited for a long time. Initially 
we said we needed to keep her, but with this being our first sale 
we know we needed to bring the best that we had. The first 
word that comes to mind when you see this heifer is “power”. 
So much rib, hip, and topside shape in this female that catches 
your attention instantly. A full sister to 139J is probably our 
favourite bred heifer that we have ever shown; her show career 
resulted in reserve divisions at Farmfair and Agribition, and a 
Reserve Overall banner at Stockade Round-Up. She has since 
turned into a front pasture donor, giving us 37 grade one eggs 
on her first flush. An intriguing female here that is outcross to 
most red genetics.

SIRE

DAM

22

It was a no brainer for us to incorporate Structure into our ET 
program considering his success in the past couple of years. 
This past spring he was the talk of several sales, siring the 150K 
RF Caliber, 70K Springcreek Structure, and 50K Black Gold 
Coliseum. 113J is a unique female who is flawless on the profile. 
Extremely attractive up front, and blends back into a powerful 
rib shape and maternal sweep to her lower rib. Another heifer 
that could have a halter hung on her if the buyer so chooses, 
but I would be excited for what she could do in production. 
It’s a unanimous decision right now in our bull pen who our 
favourite is of any colour, and a full brother to 113J is winning 
that race.

  WS PILGRIM H182U
SIRE  PROFIT   WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
  DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
DAM  CMS SODA POP 425B   HPF CREAM SODA Y010

Purebred  -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 139J  -  1356203  -  Jan 24, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Soda Pop 139J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
99 765 - 3.6 6.2 88.1 124.5 23.9 0.4 67.9 16.6 115.98 73.25

  NCB COBRA 47Y
SIRE  NGDB STRUCTURE 34D   NGDB LOUISE 411 B
  JF MILESTONE 999W
DAM  HPF CREAM SODA Y010   IC CREAM SODA R56

Homo Black - Homo Polled  -  CLNO 113J  -  1356304  -  Jan 20, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Cream Soda 113J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
96 645 - 3.6 6.5 93.3 129.5 25.7 2.4 72.4 15.4 116.99 77.42
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SIRE

23a

A 3/4 sister to our two feature baldy heifers and one with the 
same kind of quality. A direct Cream Soda daughter here that 
is stout, stout, stout. Huge hipped, big ribbed, and awesome 
haired describes this female. And yet from her shoulders 
forward this one is as long and attractive as any. Cream Soda 
is recently deceased and these will be our last few daughters 
to ever sell off of one of the most powerful donors we have ever 
owned. She has produced countless high sellers and show 
winners all across Canada, but her set of calves born here in 
2021 was arguably her best set yet.

SODA POP 425B - MAT. SIB

23b

We couldn’t be happier with how Relentless clicked on both of 
our Soda donors. 95J is another good looking, good haired, 
long bodied, heavy muscled heifer that is built good at the 
ground. We think this female gets better every day and would 
look good at the lead of a Junior member in the future. Aside 
from Relentless’s countless high sellers and winners, he himself 
was impressive in the flesh and near perfect footed. His 
daughters have gone on to make awesome cows too, as one 
was the dam of our $50 000 Friday Night Lights high seller last 
fall.

  YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE  W/C RELENTLESS 32C   MISS WERNING KP 8543U
  JF MILESTONE 999W
DAM  HPF CREAM SODA Y010   IC CREAM SODA R56

Homo Black -  Homo Polled  -  CLNO 117J  -  1356308  -  Jan 20, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Cream Soda 117J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
96 686 9.9 3.9 78.7 102.7 21.7 3.4 61.1 16.5 131.88 75.04

  YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE  W/C RELENTLESS 32C   MISS WERNING KP 8543U
  JF MILESTONE 999W
DAM  HPF CREAM SODA Y010   IC CREAM SODA R56

Hetero Black  -  Hetero Polled  -  CLNO 95J  -  1356302  -  Jan 17, 2021
BLACK GOLD Ms Cream Soda 95J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
86 676 7.8 5.1 79.2 108.7 21.7 2.1 61.3 14.3 127.38 75.38

SODA POP 425B - MAT. SIBDAM
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DAM

$60,000 FULL SIB

  WELSHS DEW IT RIGHT067T
SIRE  ES RIGHT TIME FA110-4   ES A110
  MR TR HAMMER 308A ET
DAM  KCC1 HAVANA 83E   TKCC VICTORIA 57A

7/8 - Homo Polled  -  Homo Black  -  872H  -  3806012  -  FEB. 26, 2020

KCC1 Countertime 872H24a-j

We were very excited when we had the chance to partner up with Lewis 
Farms and purchase the Canadian Semen Rights on the $230,000 
Countertime bull. His sire, Right Time, has taken the breed by storm. This 
past spring he sired another $230 000 son for Hartman/Freking/Effling 
and a $45 000 3/4 blood from Effling’s, all while his exclusive semen has 
brought upwards of $800/dose. His dam is a full sister to the powerful 
KCC1 Exclusive and one of Kearns most powerful donors. What really 
intrigued us about this unique stud, were his awesome performance 
numbers and EPD’s. He reads with a yearling weight of just shy of 1500 
lbs and a 41 cm yearling scrotal. Under the ASA, he ranks in the top 55% 
for 15/17 traits; we find that hard to replicate on a bull with this kind of 
phenotype. We look for Countertime to add performance, muscle, and a 
rugged build all in a complete outcross pedigree and stellar cow family. 
Very few straws were used last spring so this is your chance to get it on 
the ground floor of this exciting young sire. This will be the only semen 
sold for the 2022 breeding season, semen is stored at Alta Genetics.

SIRE

DAM

  NCB COBRA 47Y
SIRE  NGDB STRUCTURE 34D   NGDB LOUISE 411 B
  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
DAM  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C   RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z

HETERO BLACK  -  HOMO POLLED  -  CLNO 140H  -  1320132  -  FEB. 7, 2020

blackgold Coliseum 140H25a-e

Coliseum 140H was the past high selling purebred bull in our sale this 
spring for $50,000, selling to the great people of Southpaw Cattle 
Company. We were fortunate enough to retain an interest in Coliseum 
and we are sure happy we did. It wasn’t a shock to see this bull grow 
and mature as good as he did, as he’s out of our prolific 532C donor 
who’s nearing $300,000 in progeny sales just off her bull calves alone. 
Structure has probably sired more high sellers in the past year than 
any other bull in the Simmental breed. Coliseum himself is a big footed, 
long bodied, attractive bull who is very fluid on the move. He catches 
your attention with his up-headed presence, and the way he blends 
smoothly into a flat shoulder and still powerful rib shape. Throw in an 
awesome hair coat and there’s a good chance that Coliseum will be 
hitting the show road this coming fall. This is the first and only semen 
to be sold on him for the 2022 breeding season. We have a lot of 
confidence in this bull, as he will sire our largest set of black calves this 
coming calving season.

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
82 852 1458 10.7 1.5 84.2 127.5 19.1 4.0 61.2 17.7 139.4 83.2

100 UNITS OF KCC1 COUNTERTIME 872H SEMEN IN 10 DOSE PACKS

 Semen

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Simmental Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
100 731 1393 7.1 5.2 93.2 137.6 23.9 3.8 70.5 14.8 106.50 75.32

 Semen

50 UNITS OF BLACKGOLD COLISEUM 140H SEMEN IN 10 DOSE PACKS
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  PROFIT
SIRE  EC REBEL 156F   DSFF COUNTESS 357D
  LLSF PAYS TO BELIEVE ZU194
DAM  KDP MISS HOYA HAYLEIGH   K-LER/RC MISS HOYA SAXA

 PREGNANT RECIPIENT - SEXED HEIFER CALF - 7/8 PUREBRED

KDP MISS HOYA HAYLEIGH  X  EC Rebel 156F26

A very exciting opportunity here to purchase a heifer calf pregnancy on our triple-crown 
winning female, Hoya Hayleigh. We are confident Hayleigh is the most unique and impressive 
Simmental female we have ever owned in on. We find it awfully impressive to possess the 
kind of added power, mass, and muscle shape she has, but handle it with such accuracy 
and grace on the move. There is no doubt that we are proud and more than excited about 
all the winning Hayleigh has done at the end of the lead, but what makes us really excited for 
her future are her brood cow credentials. She steps down on a very large square foot, and is 
extremely ideal when you study her teet and udder size and shape. We find her mating to the 
past $200 000 high selling Rebel awfully exciting. In the fall of 2020, Udell’s sold a 3/4 blood 
Rebel daughter for $76 000 that was a favourite of many. We 
are confident these will be the only Rebel progeny in Canada, 
and we don’t plan on marketing many of Hayleighs genetics 
for a couple years so take a look at this opportunity! Resulting 
calf will result in a 7/8 Purebred Heifer Calf. Recipient was 
sourced from Trans Ova Genetics. 

DAM

MAT. SIB

ANGUS  -  CHLS 1H  -  2193695  -  MAR 11, 2020

chels Lucy 1H27

Lucy 1H is a female that has impressed visitors all year long. 
That probably has to do with her such easy doing fleshing 
ability, as this one seems to never have a bad day. 1H is a 
moderate framed, huge bodied brood cow prospect that looks 
to be setting down a near perfect teet size and placement, just 
like her dam. Lucy 7E was Chelsie’s pick of the heifer calves at 
Angus Collection in 2017. She grew even more fond of her when 
she raised a $10 000 son her first year in production. A maternal 
sister to Lucy 7E topped the Agribition sale in 2019 selling to Ter-
Ron and Wilbar for $22 000. The early service to Renovation 
should make for an exciting first calf. 

IMPLANTED ON MAY 12, 2021.  DUE FEB. 12, 2022.

 Pregnant Recip

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWWT STAY API TI
78 775 1154 5.5 1.4 53 91 20 8.5 - - - -

  BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
SIRE  GREENWOOD FRACTION JJP 6F   BROOKING CLOVA PRIDE 360
  S A V SEEDSTOCK 4838
DAM   GREENWOOD LUCY JJP 7E   ANDERSON LUCY 1373

HAYLEIGH

SIRE

AI Bred to SAV RENOVATION 6822 on MAR. 30/21 (SAFE). No Exposure.
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CHLS 149J  -  PENDING  -  JAN. 25, 2021

chls blackgold Ms Diva 149J28

A pair of ET sisters that we have been high on for quite some time. So 
much rib, body, and mass are found in these sisters who step down 
on a solid foot and ideal structure. Division 86A has been consistent 
in raising cattle with the kind of power, look, and build that these 
sisters possess, and does so with an awesome udder underneath 
her. We don’t have too many angus cattle around here but we 
have sure tried to be critical in choosing the genetics we use. If we 
were positive we wanted to grow our Angus “division” we would be 
keeping this pair of sisters. But for now, we just enjoy being around 
quality cattle of any breed, and think these two sisters fall under that 
category. 

 CHLS 132J  -  Pending  -  Jan  23, 2021

chls blackgold Ms Diva 132J29

DAM

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
82 642 -2.0 4.4 69 124 18 9.0 0.89 0.046 59 0.49

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
85 694 -2.0 4.4 69 124 18 9.0 0.89 0.046 59 0.49

  MOGCK BULLSEYE
SIRE   HOOVER NO DOUBT   MISS BLACKCAP ELLSTON J2
  VISION UNANIMOUS 1418
DAM   PEAK DOT DIVISION 86A   DIVISION OF PEAK DOT 690X

  MOGCK BULLSEYE
SIRE   HOOVER NO DOUBT   MISS BLACKCAP ELLSTON J2
  VISION UNANIMOUS 1418
DAM   PEAK DOT DIVISION 86A   DIVISION OF PEAK DOT 690X

SIRE
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 We’ve all heard the stories of what the 
Greenwood production sales used to be, now whether 
these stories were about quality cattle or quality 
entertainment we’re not sure… regardless, this year 
we’ve decided to offer an elite group of Angus females 
to leave the same lasting impact.

 As Toby mentioned, the discussion of this sale 
has been a long time coming. We truly could not be 
more thrilled to partner with the Noble family for this 
event. After convincing each other to venture into each 
other’s breeds, we decided the next step was to start a 
sale and offer up what we believe is the best we have. 
It is difficult to offer females of this caliber while still 
improving and building our own programs from year 
to year. Extensive embryo work with breed leading 
donors makes this a possibility.

 We back our program 100% and believe that 
we have an offering with something that could fit 
anyone’s program. All of our open heifers are nicely 
halter broke and ready for a junior member to hit the 
show road as well the bred females are tie broke. The 
cattle have not been pushed on feed and come in a 
realistic package.

 While it is a busy time of year for everyone, We 
encourage you to come to the sale or visit us prior too. 
We are 5 minutes from Lloydminster if you’re passing 
through and Blackgold is just 20 minutes further down 
the road. Please contact us with any questions you 
may have on the offering or the sale, we’re more than 
happy to talk cows and would like to help you find 
what you’re looking for. Thank you to everyone who 
makes this event possible and to our customers and 
friends. We hope to see as many of you as possible on 
sale day.

greenwood CATTLE
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JJP 51G  -  2116296  -  Jan. 1, 2019

greenwood Tibbie JJP 51G30

Since it’s the first Evolution sale and we want to make it a memorable one. We let Scott and Taylor go into what we might consider the untouchables. We like to offer our best but we always said we’d never sell a daughter of 
28Z until we had at least 25 of them milking. Now here we are with 3 milking and somehow one for sale.  51G has been a standout from a young age. Had we sold a pick of our heifer calves, breds or now cows I assure you 
she would have made the top of the list. She’s always had “the look”. She’s elegantly designed through her front third, massive in her depth of rib, stout from the back over her hips and overall powerfully constructed. She has 
the picture perfect udder you’d expect from Charlo and 28Z. We took this picture the day 51G came in from pasture for weaning on a less than ideal year for grazing. 
For a 2 year old to raise a calf and maintain body condition like this is ideal. Her dam, who has become the anchor of our growing Angus herd, hasn’t done anything wrong in her breeding life. She has averaged $19,000 on 
her first 6 sons sold; including the $31,000 Game Night to Lewis Farms, the $30,000 Honor to Vee-Tee Angus and the $25,000 Gunslinger to CMT Farms. If you’re looking for the donor that can take your breeding program to 
the next level this is one you will want to study hard.  Direct Charlo daughters aren’t in abundance in Canada and 28Z is a true matriarch that anyone would want to be a piece of.
The new owners will receive 2/3 of embryo production with split costs. Natural calves will be split 2/3 to Greenwood. 1/3 to the new owner with no expenses.

  O C C PAXTON 730P
SIRE   COLEMAN CHARLO 0256    BOHI ABIGALE 6014
  S A V HERITAGE 6295
DAM   RRD TIBBIE 28Z   RRD TIBBIE 9W

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
70 669 - 8.5 0.3 50 91 27 2.5 0.38 0.060 20 0.35

AI Bred to Brooking Sooner on May 13, 2021 (SAFE)  //  SELLING 2/3 INTEREST. NO POSSESSION. 

DAM

$25,000 MAT. SIB

$31,000 MAT. SIB

$30,000 MAT. SIB
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$16,500 MAT. SIB

$10,000 MAT. SIB

31

A fault free type of heifer, this picture probably doesn’t do her 
justice. She’s square made with a big hip and ideal back leg. 
She’s awesome headed and maternally focused. Her dam has 
been a knockout from a production standpoint averaging 
over $10,000 on 5 daughters. This one was part of the keeper 
pen but we are digging deep for this offering to create some 
excitement around this event and truly offer our best.

$17,500 FULL SIB

SIRE

32

A big time donor prospect with a pedigree built of Maternal 
Royalty. The Natural Law X Density combination takes out any 
guess work of what kind of cow this will be. 6R is one of the great 
angus donors of her time with numerous daughters backing 
many programs including 5 direct daughters here that give 
us the opportunity to offer a female of this caliber. Her udder 
development is near perfect, her ideal head and sleek neck 
make for an elegant design. It took a matter of two minutes 
to capture this picture as she always has your attention and 
moves around the pen with ease and confidence. Her full sister 
sold as a feature lot in last year’s Angus Collection for $17,500 
to Indian River Cattle Co. and Darbie Angus. The service to the 
rare Sudden Look is an added bonus and ideal combination.

  JMB TRACTION 292
SIRE  SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565   FROSTY ANSWER 3979
  S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
DAM  BAR-E-L PRIDE 118Z   EVERBLACK G R PRIDE 76T

JJP 3H  -  2157615  -  Jan 6, 2020
GREENWOOD Pride JJP 3H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
80 3.0 2.4 54 99 21 9.0 0.54 -0.002 31 0.31

AI Bred to SUDDEN LOOK on APR. 2/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AIAI Bred to MUSGRAVE STUNNER on MAR. 27/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.

  S A V BISMARCK 5682
SIRE  BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y   BAR-E-L MAGNOLIA 143K
  S A V 004 DENSITY 4336
DAM  GREENWOOD BEAUTY JJP 26D   TLA BEAUTY 6R

JJP 27H  -  2157596  -  Jan 23, 2020
GREENWOOD Beauty JJP 27H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
72 9.0 0.4 44 80 23 9.0



greenwood24

DAM

SIRE

33

Here will be one of the first Tex Playbook daughters to sell in 
Canada. An attractive made female in a moderate package. 
She has great feet, she’s developing a square udder with short 
teats and has an attractive look about her through her head 
and front end. Her dam was our selection from Merits as their 
high selling female in 2018. She’s turned into a sweet young cow 
with a wicked udder. This is her first progeny and one we feel 
will make a very profitable cow for her new owner.

  BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682
SIRE  TEX PLAYBOOK 5437   RITA 1C43 OF 9M26 COMPLETE
  BAR S RANGE BOSS 4002
DAM  MERIT M’BROOK LASS 8065F   MERIT M’BROOK LASS 5089C

JJP 43H  -  2161803  -  Feb 10, 2020
GREENWOOD M’Brook Lass JJP 43H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
71 8.0 1.7 49 85 27 13.0

AI Bred to ELLINGSON HOMEGROWN on APR. 4/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.

MAT. SIB

DAM

34

Here’s a moderate tank in an elegant package. Sired by the 
2018 double supreme champion DMM International. 6H is deep 
ribbed, smooth shouldered, and developing a sweet udder. 
We purchased her dam out of the Brooking invitational for 
the same traits we see in 6H. Her dam has been an awesome 
herd bull producer with a granddaughter selling in the sale for 
Chelsie Christensen. This one will make for a quick Return on 
Investment with the early service to Sooner.

  S A V INTERNATIONAL 2020
SIRE  DMM INTERNATIONAL 54D DMF   DMM BLACKBIRD 105A
  A A R TEN X 7008 S A
DAM  BROOKING CLOVA PRIDE 360   BRUSETT CLOVA PRIDE Y136

JJP 6H  -  2157592  -  Jan 24, 2020
GREENWOOD Clova Pride JJP 6H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
88 1.0 4.2 55 91 29 6.0

AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on APR. 12/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.
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SIRE

35b

Lady Ann 59H reminds us so much of her dam 91W. She’s so 
smooth in her lines. She’s square hipped and feminine in her 
design. This picture really doesn’t do her justice and she’s one 
you will appreciate in the flesh for her power and build while 
remaining sound and good looking. She’s carrying service 
to the new and exciting Brooking Sooner that will give the 
resulting calf a pedigree twist that’s highly marketable.

FULL SIB.

DAM

35a

These Attractive daughters are shaping up to make great 
cows. 53H is a female with lots of style and power. She’s clean in 
her lines and comes out of her shoulder into her neck and head 
very sweet. The Dam of this heifer is a cow we admired enough 
for her udder and milking ability as well as her perfect feet and 
maternal qualities that we had to flush her. The progeny from 
the flush exceeded our expectations giving us 3 bulls for our 
bull sale and more for this years sale as well as 2 awesome 
heifer calves. Now we get to offer these calves as impressive 
bred females and give someone else the opportunity to own a 
hard working cow like 91W that will make you money.

  JMB TRACTION 292
SIRE  SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565   FROSTY ANSWER 3979
  GBT DESIGN 878 41P
DAM  STANDARD HILL LADY ANN 91W   STANDARD HILL LADY ANN 35N

JJP 53H  -  2169260  -  Jan 2, 2020
GREENWOOD Lady Ann JJP 53H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
75 3.5 2.2 58 105 30 6.0

  JMB TRACTION 292
SIRE  SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565   FROSTY ANSWER 3979
  GBT DESIGN 878 41P
DAM  STANDARD HILL LADY ANN 91W   STANDARD HILL LADY ANN 35N

JJP 59H  -  2169258  -  Jan 4, 2020
GREENWOOD Lady Ann JJP 59H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
84 3.5 2.2 58 105 30 6.0

AI Bred to ELLINGSON HOMEGROWN on APR. 6/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI. AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on APR. 26/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.
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DAM

SIRE

36

One of the first Powerplay Daughters in Canada out of the 
high selling female from the Krebs Ranch dispersal. This is a 
big power female with a huge amount of volume. She sells 
alongside another maternal sister that compliments her very 
well. She’s gonna be a herd bull producer with a sweet udder. 
Her dam is praised for ideal feet and udder structure as well as 
being a phenotypic gem. 65H’s epd tabulation is as good as 
you will find in Canada and crossed with Sooner makes it even 
more interesting number and pedigree wise.

DAM

SERVICE SIRE

37

Here’s one we feel will make a maternal beast. She’s so tanky 
and has that angus mother cow look. Sweet headed, smooth 
made and full of power. She’s developing a perfect udder and 
has great feet. A different pedigree here for most that offers 
something a bit outcross. Her Epd tabulation is impressive and 
will be complimented nicely by the new Brooking Sooner bull. 
92H is a unique breeding piece you won’t want to miss come 
sale day!

  BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682
SIRE  V A R POWER PLAY 7018   SANDPOINT BLACKBIRD 8809
  K R GAVEL 1057
DAM  KR LADY MAY 4382 OHF   WK LADY MAY 2347

JJP 65H  -  2191292  -  Jan 20, 2020
GREENWOOD Lady May JJP 65H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
70 7.0 2.0 75 137 33 7.5 0.54 0.020 63 0.63

  CONNEALY CAPITALIST 028
SIRE  LD CAPITALIST 316   LD DIXIE ERICA 2053
  K R GAVEL 1057
DAM  KR LADY MAY 4382 OHF   WK LADY MAY 2347

JJP 92H  -  2184205  -  Feb 29, 2020
GREENWOOD Lady May JJP 92H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
90 8.0 0.7 64 115 31 7.5 0.48 0.038 60 0.65

AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on MAY 18/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on APR. 26/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.
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DAM

$25,500 FULL SIB

38a

Another Showman x 22C that’s got everything going for her. She’s 
tremendously long bodied, big topped and heavy muscled. The 
neck extension and front third of this female is hard to obtain while 
having this much power. Her full brother; Greenwood High Class, 
who we plan to campaign this fall was the $54,000 high seller of 
our bull sale to Nordal. Another full sister was the high selling heifer 
calf of Angus Collection this past fall for $25,500 to Black Gold 
Simmental. We plan to work together with Black Gold, where she 
will become a feature donor for our program. Showman is etching 
his way into the history books at a young age after one of the most 
ever talked about set of sons to sell in a spring bull sale season. 
Now here’s an opportunity to own a high caliber daughter that will 
be a part of the first group of milking daughters.

$54,000 FULL SIB

SIRE

38b

This female falls into the big leagues category. She’s one most would 
never consider selling but we’re laying it all out for the first ever Evolution. 
This Is the kind you can confidently build a herd around. She’s a full sister 
to two of our past high sellers and part of the same flush that’s been as 
successful as any for us. 82H is powerfully constructed front to back while 
remaining feminine and fresh looking. She’s got very good feet and is 
developing an awesome udder. If you wanted to show a bred female 
or cow/calf pair this is one you’d hope to bank on. She carries herself 
so well on the move and demands your attention with every pose. Her 
sire, Showman needs little introduction as he is one of the hottest bulls 
in recent years in Canada. His semen has averaged over $1500/straw. 
Her dam 22C was a favourite Donor of ours and Hamilton Farms before 
we sadly lost her too young. 22C was a highly fertile, impressive uddered 
tank of a cow that grossed us over $125,000 in progeny sales in only a few 
short years. This daughter has all the components to do that and more. 
Here’s a big time donor prospect that’s worth your time to come see.

  SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565
SIRE  SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338   FROSTY ELBA 3745
  PLEASANT VALLEY LUTE 1207
DAM  HF TIBBIE 22C   HF TIBBIE 212X

JJP 83H  -  2169249  -  Mar 1, 2020
GREENWOOD Tibbie JJP 83H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
80 4.0 2.0 71 126 26 7.0 0.29 -0.003 45 0.64

  SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565
SIRE  SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338   FROSTY ELBA 3745
  PLEASANT VALLEY LUTE 1207
DAM  HF TIBBIE 22C   HF TIBBIE 212X

JJP 82H  -  2169320  -  Feb 27, 2020
GREENWOOD Tibbie JJP 82H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
86 4.0 2.0 71 126 26 7.0 0.29 -0.003 45 0.64

AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on JUN. 10/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on MAY 20/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.
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These 3 full sisters have been standouts of our calf crop from the beginning. We are going to 
let you pick and choose and happily keep the heifer that isn’t taken in the first two selections. 
Their dam 373A has been a no miss producer since we purchased her as a feature lot from 
the Power and Perfection sale at Agribition. A 3/4 sister to these heifers sold for $23,000 to 
Ter-Ron and Wilbar. Two more maternal sisters were feature calves in the Angus Collection 
selling for $14,750 to Dudgeon Cattle and $10,500 to Chelsie Christiansen. 373A is a power 
cow with a big top and tons of depth; while still remaining attractive and pretty through her 
front third. Range Boss has been proven time and time again to make very correct females 
with perfect udders. His semen has commanded upwards of $900/dose. These calves are 
long bodied, sweet in their lines and ideal fronted and headed to make very maternal cows. 
You could hang a halter on any of the 3 and be very competitive and better yet you’ll have 
a big time production cow at the end of the day. We all pick these heifers a little different so 
we will let you decide come sale day.

MAT. SIB TO DAM

GRANDAM

39

Here’s a lethal combination of cow power with the likes of Black 
Angel 1299, Rose 918 and Madame Pride 0151. This bred is a 
tank with a massive swoop to her belly, plenty of muscle shape 
and an overall attractive package. She’s developing a perfect 
udder just like her dam’s. This is the kind of female you wish you 
had a 100 of, easy doing, easy to look at and easy to market. A 
maternal sister sold in the Angus Collection to Piechel Farms for 
$8500 and a maternal brother is a top calf in the bullpen this 
year. Here’s one we feel you could really build around and find 
her a place in the donor pen.

40a

  S A V RENOWN 3439
SIRE  S A V RENOVATION 6822   S A V MADAME PRIDE 0151
  BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
DAM  GREENWOOD BLACK ANGEL JJP 51E   WERNER BLACK ANGEL 1299

JJP 34H  -  2157595  -  Feb 2, 2020
GREENWOOD Black Angel JJP 34H

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
78 5.0 2.2 64 115 20 6.0 - - - -

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
78 7 1.2 41 70 25 9 0.49 0.018 11 0.15

  BAR S RANGE BOSS 1118
SIRE  BAR S RANGE BOSS 4002   BAR S PRIDE 0073
  WILBAR EASTWOOD 200X
DAM  ANDERSON LUCY 1373   PRIME TIME’S 33G LUCY 515

JJP 2J  -  PENDING  -  Jan. 1, 2021
GREENWOOD Lucy JJP 2J

AI Bred to BROOKING SOONER 0052 on MAY 30/21. PREG CHECKED SAFE TO AI.
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JJP 4J  -  PENDING  -  jan. 1, 2021
40b

JJP 11J  -  PENDING  -  Jan. 3, 2021
40c

DAM OF LOTS 40A - 40C

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
76 7 1.2 41 70 25 9 0.49 0.018 11 0.15

  BAR S RANGE BOSS 1118
SIRE  BAR S RANGE BOSS 4002   BAR S PRIDE 0073
  WILBAR EASTWOOD 200X
DAM  ANDERSON LUCY 1373   PRIME TIME’S 33G LUCY 515

GREENWOOD Lucy JJP 4J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
83 7 1.2 41 70 25 9 0.49 0.018 11 0.15

  BAR S RANGE BOSS 1118
SIRE  BAR S RANGE BOSS 4002   BAR S PRIDE 0073
  WILBAR EASTWOOD 200X
DAM  ANDERSON LUCY 1373   PRIME TIME’S 33G LUCY 515

GREENWOOD Lucy JJP 11J

$23,000 MAT. SIB OF LOTS 40A - 40CSIRE OF LOTS 40A - 40C
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DAM

$11,000 MAT. SIB

41

Here’s one of the first South Point calves to be offered and she’s 
very complete all the way around. She would make a great 
show heifer and has the disposition to make it a lot of fun for 
any aged junior. She has added bone, hair and look. She’s 
sweet headed and long fronted. Her Dam was the Canadian 
Angus show female of the year in 2014. 17Z has been a great 
producer for us with a son being the 2017 show bull calf of the 
year and another daughter was a feature sale bred for us 
selling to Highland for $11,000.

MAT. GRANDAM

SIRE

42

42J is a powerfully constructed favourite of lots of visitors this 
summer. She’s stout featured and cool looking. Her dam came 
in dam from our selection of the 2018 Angus Collection. These 
cows are very functional, sound footed and awesome uddered 
cows. Mix in Real Estate and the great 1019 cow from the top 
side and you have a prospect that will make an awesome cow.

  STEVENSON TURNING POINT
SIRE  CONLEY SOUTH POINT 8362   P R LADY 909 4200-587
  GUMBO GULCH CREED 94S
DAM  GREENWOOD ZEXY AND I KNOW IT   DMM ESSENCE 17T DMF

JJP 22J  -  2221773  -  Jan 5, 2021
GREENWOOD Zexy JJP 22J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
87 6.0 2.5 49 80 25 8.0 0.35 -0.008 31 0.64

  CONNEALY EARNAN 076E
SIRE  BROOKING REAL ESTATE 6072   SOO LINE ROSE 1019 M1F
  PRIME RITO 87D
DAM  GREENWOOD LOLA JOY JJP 36G   PRIME LOLA JOY 26E

JJP 42J  -  2221789  -  Feb 2, 2021
GREENWOOD Lola Joy JJP 42J

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
78 1.5 1.1 53 99 23 6.0
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DAM

SIRE

JSTN 52H  -  2141073  -  Jan. 12, 2020

BROOKING Sooner 005243a-j

Sooner was one of the top calving ease sires to sell in Canada this 
past spring. When we had the opportunity to Partner with Lewis 
Farms and Rocking Heart Ranch we had to get him bought. The 
demand for a power calving ease bull like Sooner was obvious 
after commanding $45,000.
His pedigree twist on the top side along with a beautiful renovation 
daughter on the bottom made him even more intriguing  after 
seeing him in the flesh. He is very long in his skeletal design while 
remaining thick and full from front to back. He’s really smooth 
in his lines yet powerful and expressive in his muscle shape. His 
actual data compliments his impressive epd spread and puts this 
finishing touch on a package we consider to be a big time herd 
bull that will work on both heifers and cows.
This will be the only semen offered for the 2022 spring breeding 
season.

  V A R DISCOVERY 2240
SIRE  PF OKLAHOMA 6625   PF 5682 HENRIETTA PRIDE 0533
  S A V RENOVATION 6822
DAM  BROOKING ROYAL LASS 8007   BROOKING ROYAL LASS 4043

Act. Adj. Adj. Canadian Angus Association EPD’s
BW WW YW CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MARB FAT CWT REA
80 862 1451 9 1.1 70 130 26 7

 Semen
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